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• Page 1, Definition 1.1: Here, the author defines N (i, w ≤r ) to mean "the number of occurrences of the symbol i in w ≤r ". There is nothing wrong about this definition, but later in the text the notation N (i, v) is used for various words v which aren't always given in the form w ≤r for some w and r. So a more general definition would be good, such as the following one: "For any i ≥ 1 and any word v, let N (i, v) denote the number of occurrences of the symbol i in v."
• Page 1, Definition 1.1: While w ≤r is defined in this definition, w >r (a notation used in the proof of Proposition 2.1) is not defined. It should be defined, for example as follows: "For 0 ≤ r ≤ n, let w >r denote the word w r+1 ...w n ."
• Page 1: I am not sure what "Theorem 1.2 is not more general" means. If it means to say that Theorem 1.2 follows easily from the classical formulation (which requires θ = 0), then I don't see how it follows from it. If it merely means that the classical formulation is enough to compute all s λ µ , s ν θ , that is true, but I would word it differently to avoid confusion.
• Page 2: Replace "For a partition π" by "For a permutation π".
• Page 3, proof of Proposition 2.1: Here it is claimed that "The fact that all (i + 1)'s in R which are in w >r are free implies" (4). This is a slightly incomplete argument, because the fact that all (i + 1)'s in R which are in w >r are free does not guarantee that there are no non-free (i + 1)'s in the row directly under R. Fortunately, this gap is easy to fill; here is the precise argument:
There are no (i + 1)'s in w >r in columns weakly to the right of C (because any such (i + 1)'s would lie weakly to the right and strictly below w r , so they would have to be > w r (because the tableau P is column-strict), which is absurd because w r = i + 1). In particular, there are no non-free (i + 1)'s in w >r in these columns. This (combined with the fact that all (i + 1)'s in R which are in w >r are free) yields that for each non-free (i + 1) in w >r , the i directly above it also belongs to w >r . Hence, the non-free (i + 1)'s in w >r are in 1-to-1 correspondence with the non-free i's in w >r , so that their contributions to N (i, w >r ) and to N (i + 1, w >r ) are the same.
• Page 4, proof of Theorem 1.2: The "Tab" should be a roman "Tab".
• Page 4, proof of Theorem 1.2: The equality
might need a couple more explanations. The proof of this equality goes as follows:
It is clearly enough to show that
When the l-tuple π (ν) − θ has a negative entry, both h π(ν)−θ and |Tab (λ µ, π (ν) − θ)| are 0, so that the equality 
Now, it is known that (h λ ) λ is a partition and (m λ ) λ is a partition are orthogonal bases of the vector space of symmetric functions (where m λ denotes the λ-th monomial symmetric function). Hence, for every symmetric function f and every partition τ, we have
Hence, if f is a symmetric function, and φ is a tuple of nonnegative integers, and if τ is the partition obtained by removing all zero entries from this tuple φ and reordering all the remaining entries in nonincreasing order, then we have Applying this to f = s λ µ , τ = π (ν) − θ and φ = κ, we obtain
qed.
• Page 4, proof of Theorem 1.2: Replace "w" by "w := w (P)" in "implies that w is a θ-lattice permutation".
• Page 4, proof of Theorem 1.2: After "which implies that π is the identity permutation", maybe add an explanation why this is true. For example, one such explanation would be "(because π (ν) i+1 ≤ π (ν) i rewrites as ν π(i+1) − π (i + 1) < ν π(i) − π (i), which can hold for all i ≥ 1 only when π = id)".
